Suffixing after final single non-syllabic <e>.

Start

the base has a final single silent <e>

YES

the suffix has an initial vowel letter

NO

just add the suffix

YES

replace the final <e> with the suffix

YES
Double the final consonant letter of a monosyllable before a suffix

Does the base end with just one consonant letter?

YES

Does the suffix have an initial vowel letter?

YES

Is there just one vowel letter before that consonant letter?

YES

Double the last letter before you add the suffix.

NO

NO

NO

Just add the suffix.
Doubling Polysyllables

Does the base or stem end with just one consonant letter?

YES

Does the suffix have an initial vowel letter?

YES

Is there just one vowel letter before that consonant letter?

YES

Is the stress on the syllable just before the suffix in the completed word?

YES

Double the last letter before you add the suffix.

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Just add the suffix.

NO

YES

Is the stress on the syllable just before the suffix in the completed word?
Start

1. Is the letter before the final <y> a vowel?
   - Yes: Changing the <y> to <i> before adding the suffix
   - No: Does the suffix begin with <i>?
2. Does the suffix begin with <i>?
   - Yes: Just add the suffix
   - No: Change the <y> to <i> before adding the suffix